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SECTION * A

All the first ten questions are compulsory. Each question carries 1 marks.

t. ff n..xi+yj +z[, thenwhatis llj .

z. fi n =Lxi +3yj++[, find Curl ,.

3 ll S= Y2 I Y7 , find grad l.

4. What is the expression for cartesian co-ordinates in terms of cylindrical
co-ordinates?

5 Write down the polar expressions for x2 + y2 =r2

6. Give an example of a non-abelian group.

P.T.O.



7. Give an example of a ring which is not a field.

8. What is the dimension of C over R?

9. Give an example of periodic funclion wilh petiod 2n .

10 Give an example of a function which is neither odd nor even.

(10 x 1 = l0 Marks)

SECTION _ B

Answer any eight questions from among the questions 11 to 22 Each question
carries 2 marks.

1't Calculale .i . v. where n i +2j- i and v=2i j t i.

12 Find VI(1,0) where f(x,y)=vst .

13 Prove lhat Qu (gradf)-0, where f is a continuously differentiable scalar
function.

14. State Kepler's first law.

123.
1s Evaluate !lll, 'v' z')drdydz.

000

16 Find the polar co-ordinates of the point p whose rectangular Co-ordinaes are

( z,-zJi)

17. Let G be a group and lel a€G. Then prove that U-p'tnuzlisasubgroupofG.

18. Prove that nZ is an additive group, where n is an integer.

19. Write down the standard basis for Rn.
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20. Prove that (,10) (1 0, 1) and (0, 1,1) are linearty independent in R3.

21 Prove that product of two even functions is even.

22 Write down the formula for half-range cosine series.

(8x2='l6Marks)

SECTION - C

Answer any six questions from the questions 23 to 31. Each question carries
4 marks.

23. Let l(x,yl=xy.Find D,,f 11,2)where d- t.'; ];'22'

24. Prove that A .(n x,t)=(n "i).w .

25. Find Curt(granti g),where Q=xy+yz+zx.

26. Find the graph ofthe parametric equations x=cost, y=sinl,0 <f<2n.

. 27. Find the rectnagular co-ordinates of the point P whose polar co-ordinates are
,\

(r.e) |o.z"^\
\ J/

^ 28. Define'on Q* by ".b-* Prove that Q. is a group with respect to *.2-
29. Let V be a vector space over a field F, and let aeV .11 a is a linear combination

of vectors r1,i=1,2,....m and each rj,i=1,...m is a linear combination of

fl,,i=2..n, then a is a linear combination of 4.

30. Find the Fourier series of the function f(x) = K, Q < x <2 tt , f(x +2 )rl=f(x) .

31. Find the half range sine series for F(x)=x,0<x<z.

(6x4=24Marks)
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SECTION - D

Answer any two questions from the questions 32 to 35. Each question carries
15 marks.

32. Show that the divergence of the inverse square field,

Ftx.yzl-- i ..,r|i . y j, ziliszero
\x'+y'+z')

33. Use a triple integral to find the volume of the solid within the cylinder x2 + y2 -g
and between the planes z=1 and x rz=5.

s+. Let S={ar, ar,...u,\ be a finite set of linearly independent vectors of a finite
dimensional vector space V over a field F Then prove that S can be enlarged to
a basis for V over F. Furiher more, if B=1,0t,...f,) is any basis for V over F, then
r<n.

35. Find the Fourier series of f(x)-y2, tr<x<n, f (x +Zr)=f 6\.

(2 x 15 = 30 Marks)
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